Group Consultation
Programme Support:
what we offer
There are three ways we can help you with group consultations
THIS
WAY

GET STARTED FROM
SCRATCH

We provide training for
pioneer clinical teams who
are starting from scratch.
Following a whole team full
day learning event, teams
have all the skills, know
how and confidence to get
going and make the switch

SPREAD FROM A
STRONG PIONEER BASE

DEVELOP INTEGRATED
STRATEGY

Once pioneer teams within a
PCN or NHS trust have
gained experience of
consulting with groups, we
help you systematise the
practice and sustain spread
through a range of support
models, including train the
trainer

Spread will only happen when
strategy aligns. We can help
you to join the dots and create
strategies that make the most of
group consultations as an
enabler of workforce
development and improved
outcomes at both PCN and
STP/ICS level

ACCESS NATIONAL SUPPORT
ELC has been commissioned by NHS England to support local spread of
group consultations. There are two sources of support:
STP/ICS spread strategy development: ELC is here help STP/ICS leads
develop robust strategies for group consultation spread. By clarifying how
group consultations fit in and help achieve Long Term Plan deliverables
through workforce development and improved clinical outcomes, you will
build even more robust plans and accelerate your progress
Expert Clinician Mentors: ELC is helping develop a national wide network
of patient champions and clinician mentors to spread the word. Get your
teams involved

A FREE DIAGNOSTIC TO HELP YOU MOVE
FORWARD
We are here to help you work out how to make the biggest impact with
the smallest investment. We can share what works and help you plan a
spread programme that integrates with deliverables in The NHS Long
Term Plan. Arrange a telephone diagnostic today

To access our support and for more information and a discussion about
your local practice development needs, contact:
Georgina Craig, National Group Consultations Lead,The ELC Programme
Tel: 07879 480005
Email: georgina@elcworks.co.uk

www.elcworks.co.uk

